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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this video, I interview repeat guest Dr. Meryl Nass, who has a monthly podcast with journalist

James Corbett on Children's Health Defense (CHD) TV. Their show is focused on the

implementation of the World Health Organization’s efforts to install global tyranny with respect to

health and global governance.

The implications for public health are enormous and extremely troubling. The WHO is basically

laying the foundation to take control over all aspects of everyone’s lives, across the world, under

the auspice of “biosecurity.”

In this interview, Nass explains how the WHO is being set up as a central governing body for the

world, and what we can do to stop it. She also details the price she’s paid for taking a stand

against the false COVID narrative and offering early treatment.

Sacri2cial Lamb

Nass was one of the doctors who, during the COVID pandemic, offered patients early treatment in

Maine and Maryland. As a result, her medical license was suspended and the medical board

forced her to undergo psychiatric evaluation. Apparently, in the present era, doctors who think

saving lives is more important than following unscientiPc medical advice created by bureaucrats

is considered insanity. She comments:

“This whole pandemic, and the takeover of the world by ‘elites, (global cabal)’ has been

orchestrated primarily through fear, and one thing that's necessary is to make doctors

cooperate. To do that, the best way is to scare them, and the best way to scare them is to

threaten their medical licenses ...

In July and August of 2021, there were national news reports of several doctors who

were prescribing ivermectin and [who] were being investigated, but none of them actually

lost their licenses.

Apparently, this was not enough to stop doctors from prescribing ivermectin, and in

states where it was allowed, hydroxychloroquine. These are both licensed drugs and the

federal government had no legal authority to take them off the menu.

Licensed doctors could prescribe licensed drugs, as could nurse practitioners, PAs

[physician’s assistants], et cetera. Neither one had a black box warning, neither one was a

controlled substance. They were both safe, and they both had been used for a number of

decades.

So, instead, it had to be done through the states — because states regulate medical

practice in the U.S., and pharmacy practice — so, about 30 states issued either guidelines

or rules to pharmacists and doctors telling them whether they could prescribe these

drugs and under what circumstances.

That had happened in early 2020. In my case, the board got an anonymous complaint

against me saying I was spreading misinformation — another charge that the government

really needed to control people on. They couldn't have the truth coming out about COVID,

the drugs, the vaccines, and about this whole takeover.

So, they created this baloney concept of ‘misinformation,’ ‘disinformation’ and

‘malinformation’ and pretended that it was the law, that people who spread

misinformation could be charged, and had to stop. A whole huge system was created

within the federal government to surveil our online presence and go after people [who

went against the narrative].

So, I was accused, initially, not of using these drugs, because I used them legally, but of

spreading misinformation. And I think that the feds were looking for an excuse to really

scare doctors ... I was fairly well known.

So they went after me and said, ‘Not only are we investigating you, but we Vnd, even

before an investigation goes forward, even before any hearing, before the medical board

even gets to see you and you get to say one word to them, we've decided that you are

such a danger to the people of Maine, we must immediately suspend your license.’ They

did that on January 12, 2022.”

Kangaroo Court

Nass has not been able to practice medicine since. Before the Prst hearing, the state medical

board tried to get her to plea bargain and surrender her license voluntarily. She refused. By then,

she was already working with CHD, and Robert F. Kennedy Jr., who founded CHD, offered to pay

for her legal defense.

Of course, before the Prst hearing, they realized they couldn’t possibly take Nass to court for

misinformation. After all, the First Amendment allows her to say whatever she wants. So, they

dropped the misinformation charges and charged her with using medications off-label instead —

only, that’s perfectly legal as well.

So, they dropped that charge, and instead argued she’d been speaking ill of the COVID vaccines.

But that wasn’t a winning strategy either, because, of course, they didn’t want to defend the shots

in court.

“So, basically, they went through my records and they tried to Vnd little piddly things, like

my records weren't neat enough. I had been doing telemedicine and I hadn't written down

the vital signs for a patient, things like that,” Nass says.

“So in the hearings that have gone on so far, we've managed to shoot down all of those

charges. There's nothing substantive, there's nothing left for them. In fact, the attorney

general didn't even question my last witness, who was Harvey Risch, an emeritus

professor and M.D., Ph.D., from Yale, who blew apart the part-time ER doctor's testimony

that I hadn't done things correctly.

So, that's where we are. They don't have a case, so what they want to do instead is drag

this out forever, which will do two things that are good for them: One, prevent me from

being able to say I won my case and get national attention for that, because they

managed to put me in the national news when they took my license;

No. 2, they want to cost Children's Health Defense a whole lot of money by just dragging

it out, and it doesn't cost them anything to drag it out. They've got the assistant attorney

generals who are already working for the state managing the case.

Somebody up there is pulling the strings and Vgured out how to make this as painful as

possible for myself and CHD. Well, I want to assure them that it's not painful at all

because we've had up to 180,000 people watching each hearing in real time.

CHD and Epoch Times have streamed every one, so everyone has been able to see what

kind of kangaroo court this is, and the state of Maine has a black eye already. So let's go

forward. Let's give them some more black eyes.”
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Most Doctors Are Between a Rock and a Hard Place

Unfortunately, threatening a doctor’s medical license is an exceptionally effective way to ensure

compliance, and an effective coercion to follow the rules even though they are wholly unlawful.

The reason for this is simple economics. Most doctors owe hundreds of thousands of dollars in

student loans, and unless they’re independently wealthy, they can’t afford to go into private

practice.

That means they work as an employee for a hospital or big clinic, where the rules are being set by

hospital administrators. In addition to that, medical education is wholly captured by Big Pharma,

and has been for the last 100 years. As such, medical students are being brainwashed from Day

One. On top of that, you have peer pressure.

“We're in the middle of a war,” Nass says. “It's a war about who gets control of people,

and doctors just happened to be a necessary chess piece for them. By doing this to me

and others, the state has been very successful at getting most doctors to keep their

mouth shut and go along, and comply with what they want.”

Indeed, it takes enormous courage and commitment to patient welfare to buck a system that has

all these built-in pressures. In my estimate, perhaps only 5% of the 1 million doctors in America

took a stand against the COVID tyranny.

“More than 75% of doctors are employed by somebody else, and that means they don't

have a say,” Nass explains. “If they're employed by a hospital, the hospital bean-counters

said, ‘Look, everybody who comes in is getting remdesivir, that's it, if they're admitted

with COVID.’ And they can't Vght back.

There was so much money involved that people who tried to Vght back lost their jobs.

And this was what hospitals and employers were told to do by government and so-called

ethicists like Art Caplan. You Vre people and then everybody else goes along. So that's

what happened.

The other thing is ... you can't expect someone to believe something if their salary

depends on their not believing it. So there's that. The peer pressure is huge, for several

reasons. One is malpractice. If you don't go along with everybody else, you are liable for

malpractice if your patient doesn't do well.

So if I give someone hydroxychloroquine for COVID and they wind up dying, I can be sued

for malpractice because I wasn't following the standard of care. But if I gave them

remdesivir and they die, I was following the standard of care, and I can't be sued for that.

These are terrible things. This means that the entire profession has been pushed —

through these rules and standards — to do things wrong. And all of this was probably

thought of, or even planned, long ago, so that it would be relatively easy to control all the

doctors.”

The Global Takeover Is Well Underway

As noted by Nass, most of you who are paying attention will have noticed that all kinds of crazy

things are now happening all at once. We were mandated to get fast-tracked “vaccines” that

turned out to be both ineffective and extremely dangerous, and even though the proverbial cat is

now out of the bag, government is still trying to pressure people into taking additional boosters.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration has authorized vaccine manufacturers to make a third,

bivalent, version of the mRNA shot, to be rolled out in the fall in combination with the \u shots.

“Why would that be, when everyone knows that after a few weeks, [the shots] make you

more susceptible to get the disease, as well as have heart attacks, strokes, blood clots, et

cetera, and sudden death?” Nass asks.

We're also facing the rollout of a central bank digital currency (CBDC) and an international digital

vaccine passport. We also know that the U.S. government was funding the Wuhan Institute of

Virology (WIV) to design more lethal coronaviruses. Why did they do that? To what end?

We’ve also seen stupendous changes within our school system. Transgender ideology now

trumps everything else. We’ve seen a rapid growth of online schooling and the lowering of

educational standards at all levels, all while using the right pronoun has become incredibly

important.

We’ve also seen a radical shift away from true environmentalism in favor of a “green” agenda that

forces the poor and middle class to lower their standard of living while the wealthy proPt. The

fact is, the destruction of our environment and the raping of underdeveloped countries for their

natural resources was done by the same globalists that now blame all of these problems on the

public.

“What's going on now is that the ‘elites’ (global cabal) have somehow gained control of

enough pieces of our culture and our education system, and certainly our mass media

and government, to roll out these cultural concepts and convince people of their validity,”

Nass says.

“The elites have decided — they've got the ability now, through surveillance, through

control of media and control of governments — to take over much of the world. The

simplest and most legal way for them to do that, without having to Vght wars, is to take

over public health, and wrap the rest of the world into public health.

So public health is not just between you and your doctor. Public health now involves wild

animals ... They want to control the interactions of humans and wild animals.

They also want to control what happens with our livestock ... so, livestock have become

part of health. Ecosystems have also become part of health, and so has everything else.

The name for this is ‘One Health.’

The WHO, the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) — the world organization on

animal health — and the UN Environmental Program, are all pushing for these things to be

part of One Health and public health.

This didn’t happen by chance. It’s a scheme ... funded by the Rockefeller Foundation

around 2009. Many U.S. federal agencies are supposed to be using the One Health

approach. This means that health problems have to be solved with a whole committee of

people, not just doctors, not just veterinarians, but you need the ecologists, the plant

pathologists, the livestock people, et cetera.

Everybody has to work together. But that's not enough. You also have to throw in the

police. You also have to throw in governments and legislators and everyone else into this

concept of One Health.”

As noted by Nass, One Health is already enshrined in U.S. law in the National Defense

Authorization Act (NDAA), so there’s no question that U.S. agencies are all on the same track as

the WHO.

Who’s Part of the Global Cabal?

In the interview, Nass goes on to name some of the organizations that are part of the global cabal

that is reworking society for their own aims. Named players include the Rhodes organization, the

Council on Foreign Relations, the Bilderberg Group, the Trilateral Commission and Chatham

House, which is the equivalent of the Council on Foreign Relations in the U.K.

All these groups, and many more, are linked to each other. Former U.S. Secretary of State Henry

Kissinger cofounded the Trilateral Commission and was a Rhodes scholar and member of the

Council on Foreign Relations. Kissinger selected Klaus Schwab to create the World Economic

Forum (WEF) in 1971, and they’ve been working together ever since.

In 1993, the WEF founded a Young Global Leaders program to groom international heads of state.

Today, Germany, France, Canada, Finland and other countries are led by graduates of this

program.

“It's not exactly a secret society, but Klaus Schwab and his group have managed to

identify people who would go along with their program,” Nass says. “I suspect these are

people who are not the most intelligent, who lack imagination and are very obedient.

Therefore, they have been convinced that climate change is a dire emergency, and that

they need to take extraordinary measures to deal with it — even if they have to reduce the

population, even if they have to reduce our standard of living, even if they have to impose

15-minute cities, get rid of air travel and ... eat bugs.”

How the WHO Is Being Set Up as the Central Authority

As explained by Nass, from its inception in 1948, the WHO has been an organization that

transferred money from wealthier countries to poorer countries to help them with health

problems like tuberculosis, AIDS and malaria.

During the COVID pandemic, the WHO and diplomats from member countries decided that a

comprehensive pandemic treaty was necessary. The justiPcation was that COVID had been

mismanaged, hence we need a central decision-maker.

“Of course, what was never said is that things were managed so poorly because most

countries were following the WHO advice, which was absolutely awful,” Nass says.

If this pandemic treaty goes through, either a regional epidemic or global pandemic would

authorize the WHO to step in and dictate how the matter should be addressed. WHO members

are also working on amendments to the International Health Regulations (IHRs), which would

strip member nations of their sovereignty to make health-related decisions.

And, recall that “health” is being redePned to include all aspects of life, under the already existing

One Health paradigm. As Nass explains:

“What has been proposed is that either a regional director-general or the WHO director-

general can simply declare a public health emergency of international concern, or the

potential for a public health emergency of international concern.

Once they make that declaration, all these powers would then accrue to the director-

general of the WHO, if it's for all countries, or if it's regional, to that regional director-

general.

That person could then say, ‘OK, medicines in your country need to be shipped to this

other country.’ Intellectual property on how to make vaccines need to go away. Let's say

Abbott has a vaccine to combat whatever it is. They have to now give the recipe to

Rwanda so they can make that vaccine in their own country and use it for their own

people.

They can close borders. The WHO director-generals could basically take control of

anything. If they say, ‘Oh, people are getting this from animals,’ they can stop contact with

animals, stop you eating chicken or whatever, because One Health has taken jurisdiction

over ecosystems.

The entire planet is ecosystems, and that's part of One Health. Animals and plants are

also part of One Health. So, they can tell you what to eat, they can tell you where to go

and where not to go. They can lock you in your home. They can put masks on you, they

can mandate vaccinations — if these [IHR] amendments and the pandemic treaty are

passed.

They're still being negotiated. The Vnal versions are not out. But we have certainly

criticized and analyzed the early versions, and they will be voted on next May [2024], and

could potentially go into force on a provisional basis. The treaty could go into force

almost immediately.”

How These Instruments Alter the WHO’s Existing Authority

In many ways, it seems the WHO was already exercising these powers, or at least attempting to,

during the COVID pandemic. So, how do these two instruments — the IHR amendments and the

pandemic treaty — alter their existing authority? Nass explains:

“There are existing international health regulations and they've been in existence since at

least 1969 ... Although the WHO claims that part of the IHRs that exist right now are

binding, they aren't binding. So, countries followed them, but there was no legal

requirement for them to do so.

The International Health Regulations stated very clearly that the way they were to be

carried out was with ‘full respect for freedom of persons’ dignity and human rights.’ In the

new version that is being negotiated, they have struck that out. There is no longer a need

to respect human rights, dignity or freedom of persons.

And, they have speciVcally said that these new regulations will be binding on countries,

and countries are required to have a focal point that is required to carry them out and

report back to the WHO how they've been carried out.

There are additional new provisions that countries are required to perform surveillance of

their populations. They want you to think this is surveillance of only bacteria or

surveillance of only social media, but it's both. So, the WHO could require people to be

swabbed in your country, whether or not they're crossing a border.

Say there's an outbreak. Everybody has to line up and get swabbed to see if they're

infected with X. And animals have to be surveilled as well, because they're looking for

pathogens that have the potential to be become pandemics. So that is supposed to

happen.

Now, there's a huge problem with that, and that is, you can always Vnd viruses that have

the potential to become pandemics ... So, if you start surveilling for them, you're going to

Vnd them, which means that would allow the director-general of the WHO to declare a

public health emergency anytime he or she wants.

The other surveillance is they require countries to surveil their social media and

mainstream media, and censor anything that goes against the public health messaging

of the WHO. So this is big. This is huge.”

Is Global Tyranny an Inevitability?

While it may seem there’s no way to derail this proverbial bullet train, Nass remains optimistic.

“This is a dystopian future that actually is not good for anybody. Even the people who want it are

going to Pnd it's not good for them either,” Nass says.

Now, the global cabal that is trying to seize control have access to essentially unlimited capital.

But they’re also using our tax dollars. As noted by Nass, the U.S. government has spent some $5
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But they’re also using our tax dollars. As noted by Nass, the U.S. government has spent some $5

trillion on the pandemic response.

“That's our money, not theirs,” she says, “and a lot of that money, most likely, went to bribe media.”

Hospitals were also paid to go along with the narrative, as were celebrities, churches, medical

groups and other social organizations.

“These very wealthy people do not want to spend their own money to take over the world.

They want to spend our money or put us in debt. But are these expenditures justiVed and

legal?

If we get governments of people who are responsive to normal life, we can investigate

where that money went. What are these public oocials doing? We can put them on trial,

and we can probably even claw back a lot of this money.

Now, to do that might require some new laws, but if we had really good people in ooce —

like Bobby Kennedy — we could potentially create the laws, very quickly, that will allow us

to try government oocials and others, heads of media, et cetera, if they're doing things

that are against the law.”

Why We Need New Laws

The reason we need new laws is because current laws give immunity to a lot of bad actors,

including the Federal Reserve, the Bank of International Settlements, everybody who works for

the WHO and the UN, and federal government employees as well as many private organizations.

Vaccines and their manufacturers are also indemniPed. We need to pass new laws that eliminate

all these indemniPcations, so that we can retroactively take them to court for the crimes they’ve

committed.

“This whole thing goes against the principles of the Constitution, the principles of natural

law. This is a dystopian nightmare that was Vgured out by some very clever people in

public relations and in consulting groups. We know the French government paid

something like €1 billion or €2 billion to McKinsey to help manage the pandemic

response.

So we can identify organizations that have brought these things on us and go after them.

We also need to tell our members of Congress, our parliamentarians, and legislators, we

don't want this dystopia. Government doesn't give us rights. We have rights. We are

giving government authority. Government doesn't have authority and own us. We own the

government.

We've been led to believe that it's the other way around, but it isn't. And we can Vx all this.

There are about 50 members of Congress already who have signed on as co-sponsors to

HR79 [the WHO Withdrawal Act ]. We need to get out of these international organizations.

The UN is trying to do something similar. The WHO was simply pulled in because there

was an opportunity to gain control legally through the WHO because of the way its

constitution exists, because of several Supreme Court cases, et cetera, there was an

ability to use the WHO. The cabal may try to use other international organizations or

other means to gain control.

But look, there's a few thousand of them. There's 8 billion of us. This is like a million to

one. We can beat them. We don't have to go along with any of it. If everybody says no, if

the police don't enforce, if the Army doesn't enforce, it's not going to happen. So people

just need to realize what's going on.”

Door to Freedom

To that end, Nass is working with a new organization called Door to Freedom. Their website,

which will launch shortly, will contain all the relevant WHO and UN documents, criticisms of those

documents, and both long and short explanations of what's going on.

It’ll be a one-stop shop where everyone can learn what the plan is and what we can do to stop it.

Door to Freedom also hopes to align freedom organizations around the world to act in concert to

get the word out more widely.

Personally, I'm skeptical about the likelihood of winning this battle through legislative efforts

because this cabal has been working on this plan for decades, if not centuries. So, they already

have everything buttoned up, or close to it. Perhaps someone like Robert F. Kennedy Jr. could get

it done, but it will take a small miracle to get him into olce as well.

What I do hold out hope for is that public resistance will block attempts of implementation. So,

the key, I think, is to educate people. Henceforth, most of the day-to-day choices you make will

take the world either closer to freedom, or closer to slavery, so it’s crucial to understand where we

are, where the cabal intends to take us, and how they intend to get us there.

That way, you can make decisions and take actions that will move us in the opposite direction.

Door to Freedom will be able to help you understand all of that, so please bookmark

doortofreedom.org, and check back regularly.

It can be challenging to eat all the fruits and veggies your body needs every day. Adding our

superfood blends to your diet can help you reach those daily requirements. Made without added

sugars and never treated with pesticides, give your body the nutritious boost it deserves to feel

your best.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedom is in the Pght, let's not Pght a losing battle as long as the people respond with unity. It takes awareness and a lot of courage to

emerge victorious against the tyranny of the Great Reset, the WHO, the WEF and the UN who seek to implement their own agenda,

which does not allow discussion, any argument or challenge to its predetermined purpose as an instrument to implement their program

for an absolutist global dictatorship. Nations must preserve their interdependence in the face of a globalism of unelected leaders, a

globalism that loves power and money and despises freedom.

Now is the time to draw up a master plan for organic sustainable growth and global development based on global allocation of all Pnite

resources and independence of nations. We humans must stop them before we, along with our descendants and future generations,

experience horrors far beyond even crimes against humanity. The WHO is the globalists' conduit for control over humanity. They drain

our resources, serve our enemies, and continue to work to establish a global dictatorship over everyone and everything. The WHO has

many ambitions; but improving our health and supporting our rights are not among them.

The governance of the WHO constitutes an unprecedented fascism. 194 unelected puppets from all our countries, pretending to

represent us, keep preparing to erase our rights. The personal well-being and freedoms represented by a WHO that will be able to

translate its new unchecked and unaccountable authority into the opportunity to dictate the personal health care of Americans and all

of humanity demands immediate action by Congress . The people must elect their rulers who are willing to assert freedom.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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The future must be built by people of good will and their democratically elected representatives, constituted by a powerful

community that loves freedom. We have the means to improve the state of the world, but two conditions are necessary. The Prst

is that we all act as stakeholders in larger communities, that we not only serve our own interest, but we serve the community. We

need 'stakeholder accountability'. And second, that we collaborate on highly action- and impact-oriented initiatives to move

forward like “Door to Freedom,” a one-stop shop where everyone can learn what the plan is and what we can do to stop it with the

necessary help from freedom of movement organizations. everyone to act in concert and raise the voice of freedom and respect

for human rights.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Gui, if the memory is working, I believe RFK Jr has expressed usually I tell people if this makes you uncomfortable, than don't,

however, this is a time to be uncomfortable - if we must - This is the Hill to Die On.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Gracia Just, we must consider that nations cannot be interdependent without each of them giving up part of, or at least

recognizing the limits of, their own independence. Now is the time to draw up a master plan for organic sustainable growth and

global development based on global allocation of all Pnite resources and independence of nations. We humans must stop them

before we, along with our descendants and future generations, experience horrors far beyond even crimes against humanity. The

WHO is the globalists' conduit for control over humanity. They drain our resources, serve our enemies, and continue to work to

establish a global dictatorship over everyone and everything. The WHO has many ambitions; but improving our health and

supporting our rights are not among them.

The governance of the WHO constitutes an unprecedented fascism. 194 unelected puppets from all our countries, pretending to

represent us, keep preparing to erase our rights. The personal well-being and freedoms represented by a WHO that will be able to

translate its new unchecked and unaccountable authority into the opportunity to dictate the personal health care of Americans

and all of humanity demands immediate action by Congress . Lawmakers should also use the leverage that comes from the

Biden administration's insistence on raising the debt ceiling to force the president to withdraw from the WHO now. The people

must elect their rulers who are willing to assert freedom.
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM
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Please DO lets not use the word elites, rather PARASITE scum cabal. The PSK  write it as > THE PSK. < Pronounce it with a very short

vowel after the p like pisk or pusk. It really does actually sound drerogatory in its abbreviation. We also could use words and terms like

evil, satanic, deception, illusion, fake reality, and also ACCUSATORY deceptions. THE accuser is the meaning of the name satan so there

is going to be loads of falsehoods in accusations as these are the tools that the genius of evil uses because he and his followers are

not smart enough to use reality, having an aversion to it becxause they are so crooked.
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NurseKaren45
Joined On 6/10/2017 6:15:20 PM
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PSK - It really DOES sound awful.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/11/2023 9:13:57 PM
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Joined On 8/27/2020 3:44:44 AM
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Correct distinctions result in UNDERSTANDING: Global cabal = Satanists of the NWO. Doorway to freedom = Jesus. When we read the

Bible we see that we're living in the end times. We learn that many prophesies have already been fulPlled. We can also know the Pnal

outcome will be.
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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For those interested, Epoch Times is covering numerous views on the globalist takeover. Here's one of their latest articles: Exposing the

WEF's Plans to Shape the Economic Future of the World’: Marc Morano - -

www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/exposing-the-wefs-plans-to-shape-the-eco..  - - And another one on disinformation: Jacob Siegel

(Part 1): 'Disinformation' Warfare: A New Weapon of Mass Destruction - -

www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/jacob-siegel-part-1-disinformation-warfa..  - - now? more are coming out each week. These often

show up on Rumble without needing to login.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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This article has been out all day and evening and only 21 comments?? Very surprising, since it's one of the best, most cogent and well

articulated accounts of what's going on I've ever read.
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I agree. Best interview I have ever seen him do. She is a lovely person. I have hope right now because of her. (Some days I am

paralyzed with dread from what I know. Is the French government really going to lay the foundation for the social credit score and

did they really just say that every conversation will be monitored? I mean..... they already ARE monitored with all this AI "alexa"

and "google" smart home stuff, but I just Pnd it more scary that they feel brazen enough to admit that they are listening......

Anyway - been a rough day in my mind and she gave me some hope).
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Our problem is the immediate gratiPcation many people seek and the unwillingness to work towards self-reliance. I am tired of hearing

"too much work". Yes, some things require work and time--it is an alternative to money. How are we going to improve food or health

when you can go to any major supermarket and see almost all the carts loaded with crap food--esp. EBT purchases? The majority of

people are already brainwashed and controlled. They think "good food" means it tastes good and their taste buds are jaded from

processed foods. They are addicted to a convenience lifestyle. How few actually supervise their children's education and upbringing?

How many have basic Prearms skills, know how to cook from scratch, grow a garden, butcher, or mend/make/repair things? People will

not educate themselves about practical things, even their own health. We live in a dependent and disposable society. Until values

change, we are at the mercy of the masses. People remain weak and unfocused in their hearts and minds. Knowledge must then be

followed up with action, but few are willing to make the commitment and choose what is the easy route in the present with no thought

to the future. It is wise to purchase some preps, but this is not a long-term solution for when they run out.

Knowledge, skills and resourcefulness often overcome shortages. Best to get yourself out of large cities and into a community of

like-minded folks where self-reliance and neighbors-helping-neighbors is a way of life. You may meet more folks like yourself there than

you will in cities with large populations. Urban areas are rapidly collapsing. Corrupt politicians have squandered or pilfered funds and

social problems are increasing. There is also increasing crime, vandalism, Plth and environmental health problems inc. rat proliferation

since many restaurants closed.
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Wow. Excellent observations and so well said!!!
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The global cabal has got more than a 100 year head start on humanity. These people are extremely well organized and have been

planning this for a very long time. What needs to happen on the side of humanity is everyone needs to create a think/action group

organization with members to Pght this tyranny. A real member organization that comes together under one name for this particular

reason. I like the Doorway to Freedom idea. Now Dr. Meryl Nass and journalist James Corbett need to align themselves with everyone

else that has the same agenda to educate and get the truth out because there is safety and power in numbers. If someone knows either

one of them, please relay this message to them. A good start would be to align themselves with the people at Prageru.com. The TRUTH

is powerful.
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Consider this as an option for obtaining good quality ivermectin. Stop at a compounding pharmacy and subtly inquire about a doctor

who might prescribe it. Taht may also be a good doctor for you to have. prob in independent practice.
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I just Pnished watching this interview and I love how sweet Dr. Mercola was to her at the end of the interview and how she called him

Joe. You can just tell that they have respected each other's work for probably years. I agree with him amd am loving this doctor's

attitude. She is positive and we need her belief in us that we CAN win. She is inspiring. I love how she was like "people are gonna say

nahah....." - her voice changed right after she said it and I could tell it was one of those times when you say something and it rings so

true in your own ears and is so true and beautiful that you literally feel connected to everyone who is involved in what you are saying.

She was connecting to all of us at the moment in time when she said it. ANYWAY - I also loved how she spoke of RFK jr. Starting at

106:45 through the end of this interview is MY FAVORITE video I have ever seen with Dr. Mercola. And I am shocked that we only have

20something comments.
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So I guess this election really boils down to one single question. Will you sign the WHO's take-over-the-world document?
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I wrote a long article in French explaining how the big US families who run this world Pnanced Hitler and put him in power to control

Europe and trigger the Shoah to force the Jews of Europe to move to Palestine. Then the article caught on in France, was widely shared

and it became very dangerous for me. They weren't trying to kill me but to drive me mad, and without meditation they would have

succeeded. I managed to leave France and have been living abroad ever since, changing addresses frequently. All the articles on the

site are free, can be republished, recopied and don't even have to quote me, I wrote it anonymously, but unfortunately I was in France
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site are free, can be republished, recopied and don't even have to quote me, I wrote it anonymously, but unfortunately I was in France

when I published it and they found me easily. It's very long and linked to a lot of other articles in French, but if someone had the courage

to translate it from French to English and publish it, it could be a major blow to the beast.

I Prst published it over 15 years ago on a very popular forum that was soon after closed, then on another that was soon after closed too,

so it's very disturbing. Unfortunately, I don't have the time to translate it and especially to promote it, but if someone has the courage to

do so, while having the means to remain anonymous and preserve their security, then it could do a lot of harm to the evil system that

runs us. resistercomprendre.wordpress.com/2018/12/21/doit-on-lutter-contre-lant..
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randolph3377
Joined On 7/21/2012 12:01:55 PM
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www.prageru.com/.../the-prageru-story-a-short-documentary
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randolph3377
Joined On 7/21/2012 12:01:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, Dr. Meryl Nass along with Doorway To Freedom need to align themselves with Prageru.com. These people are educating

the online public through a series of short videos that explain all these issues. It is an amazing organization that is truly re educating

young people.
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wcharter
Joined On 12/23/2010 8:56:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All roads lead to the Federal Reserve and the bankers. If the environmentalist would think about it they would be at the FED with pitch

forks and torches for bringing generations of production into the now by creating money out of thin air and then loaning it out and

charging interest that we as slaves must pay. It's been a scam for too long.
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hisgarness
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:06:48 AM
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Our entire "pandemic" experience has manifested so many worthy causes and truth crusaders to support.  My resources are limited and

I was forced to put the brakes on donating to so many worthy causes.  Door To Freedom, however, sounds very worthwhile.
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I would think that in public when put on the spot an elected politician is required to give an answer. The answer to the question then

becomes a “to do list item” simply because they gave their word. The questioners really are the ones who can highlight but also put Pre

to their foot. The intensity of the Pre is dependent upon more questioners repeating the question to see what progress has been made

so if no or negative progress has been made that can be a good reason why the question is raised again and again to the point where

the politician starts taking it seriously.

What makes a person act is dependent on a mindset that starts and grows if no action is taken. A medical education is designed to

train doctors to have medical freedom and conPdence to choose treatments based on their knowledge and experience and the patient’s

welfare. If this is not so then design the curriculum differently so that doctors are made aware that they are not free to do what is best

for the patient based on knowledge and experience.
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The Great Freeset worldcouncilforhealth.org/.../the-great-freeset
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With regards to digital currencies. Personally I think governments have no choice but to do their own digital currency, if they do not do

their own, each country seriously faces the risk of loosing control of any digital currency that takes hold in their country, so better to

have your own, issued and monitored by your own governments than say a nation hostile to your country, now the question is can we

trust them to issue the currency and let us get on with our lives, there is a vast difference between a basic digital currency and one that

is a digital programable currency.

Obviously cash is best, but a country needs to stay up to date with hostile nations, if one thinks of the advantage of speed when

acquiring things, like for example weapons -. I know it's an awful thought but in todays world ...heavy sigh... anyway cash is still best in

my opinion but times are changing, analogue systems and cash will still stay along side digital things, totally foolish not to do so, no

government would be so rash as to rely only on one system. Just my humble thoughts.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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You might want to change your mind about adopting digital currency once you read about what it takes to support digital

'currency'; whether from the CONSTITUTIONAL Federal Government, and/or especially as a pyramid scheme from the private

sector. hbr.org/.../how-much-energy-does-bitcoin-actually-consume
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Yes grulla - I understand and it is wrong to have a currency that is potentially programmable and not green to produce. However,

think about it, if a country does not have it's own digital currency and as on line trading happens more and more globally and if

digital currency transactions eventually total more than cash, a government could lose control of the countries currency, in turn

loose the ability to try and steady the economy etc.. that in turn effects jobs, which effects National Insurance contributions, that

has a knock on effect to state schools, libraries, swimming pools, councils, road repairs, street sweeping, etc... etc...community

services, care services, police, Pre and health departments.

I am not saying I want a digital currency. However as these currencies exist, I don't see what choice governments have. They

can't ban them, as they are not in control of those being produced at the moment. It's a very tricky situation. Humans are very

inventive, many humans create things that other humans don't want, think weapons, cross breed dogs etc ... but we are where we

are and digi currency is being produced so what is a government supposed to do, unless they can stop them all, and all countries

around the world agree...then they will exist, not to mention the black market, imagine the transactions being done we don't know

about for bad things.
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